Introducing Unisa Data Repository: Figshare

Mr Makaba Macanda
Data Repository

https://unisa.figshare.com/

- Live July 2019
- Single sign on
- CAS (Central authentication system)
- Figshare for institutions instance
- Specific for Unisa, researchers, staff and students
- Structured per Colleges, Schools and Departments
figshare is a repository where users can make all of their research outputs available in a citable, shareable and discoverable manner.

figshare allows users to upload any file format to be previewed in the browser so that.

see it in a video
Credit for research

Get credit for all your research

Make your data available in a simple FAIR repository
Simple and FAIR

Unisa Data Repository made as simple as possible to make:
Findable, Accessible, Interoperable and Reusable (FAIR)
Simple and FAIR

- Publish research in any file format and assign an institutionally-branded DOI
- Document with customizable, discipline-specific metadata
- Discoverable content across major search engines and academic frameworks
Managing your research

• Upload files via the web interface or via the API
• Easily add relevant metadata and store it safely for your own reference
• or share it publicly or with privately with colleagues
• All your research available in one place, securely stored on the cloud
Collaborate

• Create public or private collaborative spaces
• Choose the people you'd like to collaborate with
• Share data, notes, and add feedback
Discover & Community

• Follow the research that interests you and be notified when something new is published
• Find collections curated by other Figshare authors
• See what your peers are up to and connect for more meaningful discoveries and collaboration
Reporting and statistics (Admin)

• Public statistics on all views, downloads, citations, and other altmetrics of Unisa outputs
• Private reporting dashboards on content usage and user reports
• Report on file types, storage usage, and more
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